TIGER WOODS could have a potential catfight on his hands.

Elin Nordegren is not happy with her ex-husband’s high profile relationship with his new blonde beauty, according to reports.

Nordegren, who divorced the golfer in 2010 after his infamous indiscretions, “hates Lindsey Vonn and everything about this romance”, a source said.

The sports couple went public with their romance in March in a series of cozy Facebook photos and have since attended a string of public events, including the Met Ball in May.

Vonn also seems to be a hit with Nordegren’s kids, Samantha and Charlie.

The ski bunny has been seen on school runs and was snapped jet skiing with the kids and their dad over Memorial Day Weekend, near the 37-year-old’s Florida home.

The source said that the Swedish former model is “angry that Tiger even has visitation rights to the kids”.

Nordegren is currently dating her Florida neighbour, billionaire coal magnate Chris Cline.
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A CONTROVERSIAL church that took a tenth of followers’ incomes by preaching “the more money you give the more blessings you get” has collapsed owing millions of euro.

Today the Sunday World, which was the first newspaper to lift the lid on the dodgy financial activities of the Victory Christian Fellowship Church in 2011, can reveal how millions of euro of taxpayers’ money was also tied up in the collapse.

Problems surfaced after the church lost its lucrative contracts following a Revenue investigation. The decision sparked the Bank of Scotland to appoint a receiver over its loans of £3million.

The Hades and Byrne broke charity trust rules by running commercial enterprises from their massive Victory Church complex in Firhouse, Dublin.

Lucrative

As trustees of a charity they were not supposed to benefit financially, but the Hades operated a Starbucks coffee shop in the complex, along with a restaurant, TV studio and snooker hall. Popsicle Jedward have even performed at the centre.

The Victory Church was also once tied up in the collapse.

It ran three centres: Kilmarnock House, Killiney, Dublin, which has since been sold, Kilmacud House, Stillorgan, in Dublin and Milverton House in Carlisle.

Victory lost its lucrative contracts for the latter two in 2006, but the Hades and son Brian still have two contracts with Dublin City Council to run a homeless hostel, Brentwood House, and another home for women, Rowanbank. Each premises gets £8,000 a-month funding.

Brian, a former male model who used to drive around in a Lamborghini and boasted of being a helicopter pilot, was successfully sued by the Bank of Ireland over arrears in his mortgage recently.

Permanent TSB has also taken action against him.

Ironically, he once appeared in an advert for Bank of Ireland under the headline: “Struggling to meet your mortgage?”

Brian was paid by Victory as project manager when the massive Firhouse centre was being built. His brothers, Cormac and Dermot, were paid to do the electrical and alarm work at various Victory
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